The Dairy Girl Network supports all women in dairy by enhancing lives and creating opportunities.
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Stay Strong, Stay True
I am writing this as Wisconsin and a large
part of our nation emerge from the Polar Vortex.
Our farm has a few characteristics that make
extreme cold, well very challenging. Our milk
parlor is separated from the cow barns so
holding area doors are opening and closing
constantly while we milk. The building is old and
the cold creeps in from all sides, no subway to
keep equipment warm. By the third day, today,
the cold sets in and everything takes twice as
long. Three units were not working at all, the exit
gates froze causing us to milk on one side for
about an hour. The udder cleaning brush stopped
working last night so we dug out the towels and
fired up the washer and dryer. We had two cows
with frostbite that Carlos let out of the parlor
without ointment. Add to that, frozen waterers in
the barn and a new fresh heifer who ran through
the snow before getting to the milk barn, no
bueno. Plus, my husband is away on a work trip.
Today, I was struggling to remain positive.
Then this thing happened. Carlos, one of
my guys reminded me, “Laura, paciencia! You
always say paciencia with the cows, with the
people, and with the equipment. Remember?” He
said with a smile, “It will be better tomorrow.”
Paciencia is the Spanish translation we use
for our most important value word, gentleness. I

am always talking about being gentle. Not only
has he been listening, he believes it. And, it’s
important enough that he risked reminding his
stressed-out boss to adhere to her own values.
Today, I know the culture of my business is solid.
I have succeeded in cultivating a team
willing to speak up to preserve ‘our culture.’
I’ll admit it took me a moment to appreciate
the value of Carlos redirecting me. But I see
now that my team’s belief in our culture makes
us more resilient. I have been speaking on
and studying resiliency, until now I thought
of it as a personal quest, but it doesn’t have
to be. What have your trying days taught you
about perseverance? Have you had someone
hold up a mirror, right in front of your face, like
Carlos did for me? Celebrate these moments of
breakthrough, reflect on the good you have built.
This issue and every issue of Dairy Girl
Direction is designed to keep you learning,
growing and dreaming. There are plenty of
obstacles in our industry, our lives and our days.
My wish is that together we stay strong, stay
gritty, stay true.

Laura Daniels
Dairy Girl Network President and Founder
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Q and A
Meet Amy te Plate-Church, DGN’s chairwoman of Inspire.
Amy has lived in northeast Wisconsin for 20 years, but
still thinks of Iowa as home, where she grew up on a
dairy farm. Amy is a public relations strategist for Look
East. She works with various organizations to engage
around issues facing animal agriculture and genetic technologies. We sat down with
Amy and wanted to give you the opportunity to get to know her, too!
Q: What does the Inspire program mean to you?
A: DGN’s Inspire program is a new and unique chance for dairywomen to support one
another in personal growth through a formal mentorship. We’re working to provide
resources and structure for a positive relationship, while giving flexibility for mentees
and mentors to create an experience that truly works for them. Success for Inspire is
when a dairywoman feels more empowered and achieves the goals that she has set.
Q: Share a memory you have about being a mentor/mentee.
A: It’s hard to pick one! I recall many nuggets of wisdom and coaching offered by several
caring mentors through various experiences. One lightbulb moment was during a
convo with a co-worker who routinely inspired me to think and work more effectively.
Randomly one day, she mentioned that I was one of her mentors. And I’m like, “But
you’re a mentor to me!” That mutual respect, genuine caring and gentle coaching signals
a treasured relationship. We might not see it at the time, but we have opportunities
every day, in nearly every relationship, to influence others positively and to grow
ourselves.
Q: What’s important to you with being involved with Inspire?
A: I’ve been fortunate to work for employers that commit to personal development,
and I wish to pay that forward. Many dairywomen may not have ready access to such
programs - Inspire and Dairy Girl Network can provide that support in the quest for
personal growth.
Q: What big plans do you have for 2019?
A: Honestly, there’s nothing I would describe as big. I’ve had some big changes in the
last few years, so 2019 is about hitting my stride. I’m working on focus, organization,
discipline and presence. This quote by Robert Collier says it well, “Success is the sum of
small efforts, repeated day in and day out.”
Q: Share some tips for personal growth and favorite book or podcast.
A: I would like to read more; I wrote that as one of my 2019 goals! There are so many
interesting perspectives. A few of my favorite authors are Brene Brown, Ken Blanchard,
Jeffrey Gitomer and Patrick Lencioni. It’s important to seek diverse viewpoints too.
Occasionally buy a magazine you don’t normally read. Listen to or read something by
someone who has a different lifestyle or perspective. Look outside our tribe and beyond
comfort level to better understand consumers.
Thanks for sharing, Amy, and thank you for your dedication to DGN!
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

@dairygirlnetwork

Spanish On
La Granja
(on the
farm) 101
Online Spanish Course,
tailored to dairy
What 101 involves:
• 8 week condensed course (total
of 16 lessons) - get ready to
learn!
• Two weekly one hour live but
recorded video lessons
accessible when convenient
for you.
• Learn the basics: numbers,
colors (leg bands!), alphabet,
simple dairy focused words/
phrases and more!
• Certificate for course
completion.

“It is important to improve
communication, both to share
accurate information, but also
to foster mutual respect and a
genuine personal interest in those
involved in these interlingual
relationships. It has been my experience that when I attempt to
speak Spanish, even just a simple
“Hola” or “Gracias” puts a smile
on the face of someone who is
working so hard. That feeling of
making someone feel a little more
comfortable and welcome is so
worth the effort!”
Becky Hershey,
DGN Spanish
course participant
Watch for our
next class
announvement!
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Fluid Milk Needed a Spark
and Fairlife Provided It
Written by Marilyn Hershey, Chair of Dairy Management Inc. for www.dairy.org/blog/
There are few farmer meetings or conversations where the state of fluid milk
doesn’t come up. The category has been in decline for longer than any of us care to
remember and farmers are understandably looking for a ray of hope.
Fortunately, we have that in fairlife, which is showing what is possible for fluid
milk though innovative products and packaging. fairlife launched in 2015 with
partnership support from Dairy Management Inc. At the end of 2018, our partnership
ended as fairlife is well on its way to becoming a $420 million national milk brand,
tripling its debut value. The company’s success has exceeded our expectations, and
I’m guessing those of dairy farmer founders, Mike and Sue McCloskey, too.
We heard from Mike Saint John, who is CEO of fairlife, at our joint annual meeting
at the end of October. Mike has been involved with fairlife from the start, as he was
previously president of the Minute Maid Business Unit at The Coca-Cola Company,
and Minute Maid handles the sales and distribution for fairlife.
Sue shared an insightful story of fairlife’s journey, from concept to reality. But
what really impacted us was hearing of the thousands of letters and emails she’s
received from customers, including many who have found their way back to the milk
category. The stories showed how people are connecting functionally and emotionally
with fairlife and how so many are now repeat customers.
I can’t state enough how much Sue and Mike McCloskey are encouraging the rest
of the industry to look at fairlife as a model to follow. They are very much farmer-first
innovators and leaders who want to see success for the entire industry.
Mike Saint John spoke of Coca-Cola’s commitment to health and wellness,
which he said is a $20 billion category for the company. He sees value-added dairy
products, such as fairlife, as an untapped area for Coca-Cola. He has worked closely
with the company’s Simply Orange line, which has rejuvenated slumping juice sales
and he is confident the same can happen for milk.
He also got our attention when he shared how fairlife is growing dollar sales
faster than all other value-added dairy segments and that 55 percent of its volume
is taking share from plant-based, juice, water, tea and sports drinks. In fact, fairlife
has grown faster than the plant-based milk alternative category for the past three
years. This clearly shows the power of real dairy and that its health and wellness
value is alive and well with today’s consumer.
Fluid milk is our foundation and our heritage, and it is ripe for innovation and
meeting consumers’ evolving needs. Despite the downward trend we’ve seen, it is
important to remember that fluid milk is still a $25 billion business. Lactose-free,
flavored and whole milk are $1 billion or greater categories, and each achieved
growth this year. And, milk is still purchased by 95 percent of American households
over the course of a year.
Yes, there still is much work to be done with fluid milk but we first needed a
spark. fairlife has delivered just that.
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Instagram Accounts

You Should be Following
@terri.hamm
Terri Hamm from Wisconsin
Faith, family, farm and friends!
Loving this dairy life and trying to
keep the future of dairy farming
alive through positive advocacy!

@nyfarmgirls
Evelyn, Claudia and Jojo
from New York
Three sisters on a dairy and
crop farm in central New York
promoting agriculture.

@ca_dairy_wife
Erin Nutcher from California
4th generation dairy farmer in
California’s Central Valley.
Family is everything. Living and
loving this wonderful farm life.

@fresh_coast_farmgirl Kendra
Kissane from Michigan
Agvocate, great lakes,
dairy sustainability
professional, dairy farmer’s
daughter, past 2x athlete.

@eat_farm_love,
Renee Norman-Kenny
from Pennsylvania
Dairy farmer, farm wife, mom
of two, home cook. Follow along
the journey through the joys of
life, farming, cooking and
eating along the way.

@dairygirlnetwork
Dairy Girl Network
Follow along as we highlight
women throughout the industry.

If you have any general checkoff questions, please join the Dairy
Checkoff Farmer Group on Facebook to join in the conversation.
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

@dairygirlnetwork
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Knowing You
Presented by Greta Halahan, Leadership, Communication and Personal Development Coach
Written by Laura Landis, DGN Press Corps member

Greta Halahan’s breakout session “Knowing You” focused on learning about one’s own
personality traits to better harness their strengths and improve communication between
oneself and others. The presentation began with a brief personality profile worksheet for
each attendee to help determine which DISC personality style she most associated with.
After this, Halahan discussed the four different personality types, going into detail about
each one’s tendencies, strengths, and weaknesses. Throughout the presentation, Halahan
demonstrated that a combination of people with different personality styles is ideal, and
that understanding each other’s personality strengths and weaknesses is key to effective
communication within a group.
Halahan gave great examples and shared personal stories that exemplified each
personality style. She highlighted that each style showed strengths and weaknesses in
different areas and emphasized repeatedly that no one style was better or worse than
another. Where one might excel, another one might struggle. Halahan explained how
each personality style can look at the same problem but see it completely differently. As
a result, having all four personality styles trying to solve the same problem can be very
effective because the solution should be very complete.
The focal point of the presentation was how it is important to understand one’s own
personality style and tendencies in order to use those strengths wisely and improve upon
the weaknesses. It is also very helpful to understand the personality styles of those one
works and lives with. Being aware of how one person shares information and how another
receives it allows the message to be tailored to the listener’s style. This greatly facilitates
communication between the two individuals by delivering the message in a way that both
parties can have their needs met, enabling them to focus on the same information and
efficiently work towards the best outcome.
Halahan encouraged everyone to focus on asking questions to improve
communication, regardless of personality style. She explained that when asking
questions, be sure to actually listen to the responses and wait until the person finishes
answering to formulate the next question. Halahan discouraged the use of “why”
questions because they tend to assume blame.
In closing, Halahan reminded the
audience that there are strengths
and weaknesses of each personality
style. She also said we can all be more
effective communicators by being
aware of one’s own tendencies. Halahan
encouraged everyone to pay attention to
the personality styles and tendencies of
others as well in order to present them
with information in a way that they
will be most receptive to. A little selfawareness and courtesy can go a long
way. Just because you said it doesn’t
mean it was communicated.
The DGN Press Corps’ involves members creativity and talents to share events, news and
information with the membership. The Press Corps is under leadership of chairwomen Laura
Wackershauser and staff member Amanda Borkowski.
facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

UPCOMING 2019 DAIRY
GIRL NETWORK CONNECT
EVENTS
Join other dairywomen for a quick
recharge to talk about your lives
involving dairy farming. The event
is for all women involved with any
part of dairy – whether as a calf
feeder, dairy owner, marketing
or sales consultant servicing
dairy farms or cheese producers,
veterinarian, researchers, etc. If
there is a dairy cow involved in
what you do, you’re invited.
Western Dairy Management
Conference: Thursday, February
28, 2019, from 7:00 to 10:00 a.m.,
Peppermill Resort Spa Casino,
Reno, NV. Cost is $25.00 which
includes light breakfast, drinks and
a DGN special gift.
Central Plains Expo: Wednesday,
March 27, 2019, from 11:30 a.m. to
1:00 p.m., Sheraton Sioux Falls &
Convention Center, Sioux Falls, SD.
Dairy Calf and Heifer Association
Conference: April 2019

Visit DairyGirlNetwork.com to
pre-register. Advance registration
appreciated for these Dairy Girl
Network events, but not required.
Walk-in registration welcome.
Do you have interest in hosting
a Connect event at a conference
in your area? Email reneek@
dairygirlnetwork.com to find out
more details!

@dairygirlnetwork
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Presented by Dr. Kelly Reed.

Troubleshooting Your
Calf Raising Program
The underlying theme of Dr. Kelly Reed’s presentation was that
early investment in calf nutrition and well-being has long-term
payout in terms of animal performance. She emphasized that when
a calf is born she has 100% genetic potential. The calf’s later
life productivity (age at entry into milking herd, milk yield, etc.),
and the extent at which she will express this potential, hinge on
management practices.
Historical and recent research was cited that quantify the value
of investing in milk-fed heifer calves: increased nutrient intake in
the first 56 days of life translates to an approximate 6,000 pound
advantage in milk yield after three lactations. Further, calves
treated with antibiotics produced 1,086 pounds less milk in the
first lactation than their non-treated counterparts. This data add to
the burgeoning body of evidence suggesting factors that negatively
affect preweaning growth reduce long-term productivity of heifer
replacements.
Dr. Reed presented a calf audit that can be performed onfarm to assess how well management practices optimize genetic
potential. Components of the audit were centered around three
questions: 1) what is the system, 2) is there compliance, and 3) is
there a better way? Emphasis was placed on cleanliness, spanning
from a recommendation of pasteurizing and routinely testing
colostrum to utilizing resources (consulting veterinarians, etc.) to
test air quality and ventilation of housing. Consistency was also

in

Attendee STATS
• 240 attendees joined us in Manheim, Pa.
• 65 watched On Demand from their
		

computers

• 63 individuals attended pre- and postconference events

• 91,800 cows represented by attendees
Rating by attendees
• 4.4 was the average rating scores out of 5
by attendees

Written by Merrit Drewery, DGN Press Corp member

The DGN Press Corps’ involves members creativity and talents
to share events, news and information with the membership.
The Press Corps is under leadership of chairwomen Laura
Wackershauser and staff member Amanda Borkowski.

preached. Solids inconsistency is a major contributor to scours and
bloat for the milk replacer-fed calf. Milk replacer powder should
be weighed, mixed (and delivered) at the correct temperature (see
manufacturer recommendations but a general rule-of-thumb is to
deliver at or slightly above calf body temperature, which is 102°F),
and delivered at the intended volume in even time intervals. Given
current winter conditions, Dr. Reed mentioned that milk replacer
may need to be mixed at warmer temperatures to counteract
environmental temperature and cooling in transit to the calf. This
recommendation also applies to water, which should be provided
free-choice to the milk-fed calf, so as not to hinder starter intake
and rumen development. In post-presentation discussions with Dr.
Reed, she continued to drive home the importance of water intake
for the preweaned calf, pointing to the observation that its value
for the calf is often understated.
Bottom line: investment in
heifer replacements translates
to long-term payout. It is
beneficial to critically analyze
your calf-rearing program with
regularity and adjust the deficits
to maximize the ability of the calf
to be a productive unit of the
milking herd.

Review

Forward TogetHER Presented By:

States represented
• 28 states were represented
• 33% were locals from Pennsylvania
• 14% traveled from Wisconsin

Dairy Girl Roles
Attendee
percentages for
both Forward
TogetHER and
On Demand

45%

Dairy Farmers

39%

Industry
Rep

Words by attendees

14%

Both, farmer
and industry

2% Other
“The whole experience of the conference was absolutely fantastic.
After spending so much time with the strong women of DGN, I left with the motivation
and resolve to set and achieve new goals, and encourage and support the women around me,
both within our industry and beyond. I will definitely be attending again.”
“There was so much information and food for thought. Even in these challenging times in the
dairy industry, I came away encouraged as a dairy farmer and as a woman in the dairy industry.”

facebook.com/DairyGirlNetwork

@dairygirlnetwork
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Reaching dairywomen everywhere
Plan to join us a Connect
networking event this winter
or spring (see the list here).
This summer find a Growing
TogetHER Field Day near you,
events to be announced soon.

Enhance your knowledge from the
comfort of your home or farm.
DGN offers monthly webinars
and covers topics important to all
dairywomen. New to our offerings

Do you have interest in
hosting a Connect event at a
conference in your area? Email
reneek@dairygirlnetwork.com
to find out more details!

is our Spanish on the farm
online courses. DGN’s Spanish
On la Granja course is a virtual
8-week course tailored to aiding
in Spanish speaking on the dairy
farm. Learn more on page 2.

Peer groups provide
an opportunity to build
camaraderie in local areas and
welcome and encourage fellow
dairywomen. Dairywomen
discuss different farm
management practices, and
most importantly encourage
each other through these peer
groups.

Inspiring women through a
mentee-mentor experience.
The Inspire mentor program
had 30 mentee-mentor pairs
who completed the program
and we have 50 pairs who will
be beginning their mentor
journey this year.

Board of Directors and Staff Members
Dairy Girl Network Board of Directors
Laura Daniels, Cobb, WI

Carrie Mess, Johnson Creek, WI

Kristy Pagel, Malone, WI			

Michelle Philibeck, DePere, WI

LuAnn Troxel, Hanna, IN

Sadie Frericks, Melrose, MN			

Tami Smith, Williamsburg, PA

Katie Dotterer-Pyle, Union Bridge, MD

Michelle Schilter, Chehalis, WA

Mary Knigge, Washington, DC

Dairy Girl Network Advisory Board
Leah Ziemba, Madison, WI

Dairy Girl Network Staff Members
Brenda Gilbertson, Strategic Lead
brendag@dairygirlnetwork.com
Renée Norman-Kenny, Creative Development Lead
reneek@dairygirlnetwork.com
Andrea Brossard, Educational Resource Lead
andreab@dairygirlnetwork.com
Amanda Borkowski, Interactive Media Lead
amandab@dairygirlnetwork.com
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Front row, L-R; Sadie Frericks, Laura Daniels and LuAnn Troxel. Back row, L-R; Andrea Brossard, Amanda
Borkowski, Carrie Mess, Kristy Pagel, Michelle Philibeck, Brenda Gilbertson and Renée Norman-Kenny.
Missing from photo are Tami Smith, Michelle Schilter, Katie Dotterer-Pyle, Mary Knigge and Leah Ziemba.
If you would like a PDF of this edition to print, please email reneek@dairygirlnetwork.com.
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